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Abstract. This document details the principles, algorithms and metadata language used in the KeeeX solutions. Unlike standard digital signature schemes
(from PGP to XMLDSig to eIDAS XAdES), KeeeX provides an extensible and
user controlled metadata language, that is built-in for embedding, document
format agnostic, and designed with programmers in mind. Each ﬁle contains its
own hash and signatures with no perceived alteration, for permanent immutability and proof.
This scheme lets hashes and signature metadata be freely used in multiple locations in a ﬁle, provides easy control over the scope of hashing, lets ﬁles refer to
their own hash, provides for humanized, searchable, indexable hash encodings,
and allows for a ﬁle to denote others as references, tags, versions by using variations of their hashes. The user thereby creates a "blockchain of his own data",
that also involves blockchain signatures and timestamps.
Use cases of this technology cover large ﬁelds of digital activity, from the true
concept of a certiﬁed unforgeable digital original to certiﬁed processes involving
multiple parties and blockchain timestamps.

1. Introduction
The KeeeX technology introduces a new paradigm in trusted ﬁle management. It allows for the
creation of interconnected self-probative
ﬁles and documents, regardless of their
format. For instance, a 'pdf' ﬁle will point
to it's source 'oﬃce' ﬁle, itself pointing to
its previous version, to references, to tags
etc...
The core concept is that of enveloped digital signatures, with a plus. KeeeX attaches
extra semantics and syntax to cryptographic proofs, thereby giving them a
symbolic role : ﬁle digests (or "hashes")
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become humanized and pronounceable identiﬁers, become eﬃcient search indexes, and also pointers
allowing for ﬁles to refer to one another.
Signiﬁcant freedom and added functionality was also added to existing digital and electronic signature schemes, for instance by loosening the corresponding data structures for a wealth of new functionality. The range of usable signature algorithms has been extended from standard X.509 1 certiﬁcate based and PGP2 / GPG3 signatures to Bitcoin and blockchain based signatures that allow for
more ﬂexibility, and secure, rich, publicly auditable operation.
The plan of this paper is as follows. This introduction will cover state of the art related to digital
signature, content addressable storage and blockchain cryptography. Section 2 will detail how a ﬁle
can be seeded in preparation for keeexing. Section 3 will detail the keeexing process itself. Section
4 will discuss document veriﬁcation.
1.1. History : The semantic web, Topic Maps and RDF
The history of KeeeX builds upon an involvement in the W3C 4 work group that proposed a recommendation for the SAWSDL language (Semantic Annotations for WSDL and XML Schema 5).
This led us to reconsider the semantic web stack, by placing trust as a bottommost layer, the idea
being that in order for web service based process automation to simply exist, trusting data was
key. The core KeeeX idea to provide an embedded and format agnostic digital signature also used
as a pointer and index was born there.
Beyond an early functional PERL prototype, the ﬁnal syntax and operational semantics of the language presented herein was designed and put to work as part of Ngu Duong's Master 2 Internship
"A Meta Ontology Framework for Online Media and Resources"6. This work describes the foundational connection of the KeeeX Metadata language with TopicMaps 7 and RDF 8.
The KeeeX Metadata language expands upon Topic Maps by making possible that a concept is it's
own subject (for instance, the concept for "Democracy" can be the keeexed html page for Wikipedia Democracy). However after careful exploration we chose not to retain a type hierarchy (types
and their super-types) since this is mostly not understandable by users. Again from Topic Maps,
the language retains the use of names, translations, and a rich extra language to freely extend the
operational semantics of simple constructs. For instance, a "name" property is the "main" name of
the ﬁle (along with it's translations). For instance, a digest is encoded in "b58" or "bubble babble".
From RDF, the KeeeX Metadata language retains the generic use of "properties" : <object, property, value> triples.
1.2. Digital signatures
Enveloped digital signatures can be used to protect the integrity and warrant the authorship of
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standalone ﬁles. This is described for instance in a number of speciﬁcations and
standards, from XMLDSig9 to XAdES 10. Ac cording to these speciﬁcations, an enveloped
digital signature occupies a given contiguous
area within a ﬁle, and speciﬁes a digest algorithm and a range in the data over which
the digest (or hash) is to be computed / veriﬁed.
The general concept however does not describe any practical tool for freely denoting
areas in the ﬁle that should stay away from the digest computation. It does not either mention
how a digest can be freely reused in the same ﬁle, or used by humans and search engines, or even
used as a symbolic name of the document or pointer to it.
To the best of our knowledge, it was not either coined that a detached signature might itself be an
envelope for its own digital signature, thus allowing to treat such electronic signatures as data in
their own right, that can be easily be shared and veriﬁed among participants.
Last, the general XMLDSig speciﬁcaiton does not pay much credit to how a signature can be veriﬁed and whether a signature mechanism that would not rely upon certiﬁed trusted tiers might operate.
1.3. Content addressable storage
The discovery of the sha2 family of hashing algorithms, that truly behave as random numbers, has
led to the emergence of cryptographically protected data systems, whether in a peer to peer (BitTorrent 11) or centralized (as the GIT version control system 12) contexts.
These systems deploy content addressable storage 13, i.e. schemes where data can be retrieved from
its digest. In those systems, the link between digest and data must be enforced using a hash database. Bit Torrent, as well as the recent IPFS (Inter Planetary File System 14) implement what is
called a distributed hash table to serve those means. (IPFS combines BitTorrent and GiT
features).
Since inception, the blockchain technology has positioned itself as a timestamped unforgeable distributed hash notary, because Bitcoin introduced the possibility of attaching user deﬁned raw data
to any transaction15. Of course, such a storage space may be populated with digests or hashes. It
does not however strictly speaking make it a table, since there is not enough room (in Bitcoin) to
denote a possible ﬁle location. However, the hash itself can be used as a key to retrieve the data
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from some back oﬃce system, which to some extent may serve the purpose. Some cryptocurrencies
have signiﬁcantly relaxed the limitations of the Bitcoin blockchain, as Nxt 16 or Ethereum17 for instance. Not to mention the hundreds more cryptocurrencies and their blockchains with speciﬁc features, including variants specially aimed at distributing storage (Storj 18).
1.4. Blockchain cryptography
Since Bitcoin 19, the blockchains have made popular a number of cryptography algorithms, some of
which being seldom used or new. One goal there was to raise the resilience of an openly accessible
(and highly attackable) system to unprecedented levels. This seems as of today to be a success,
with Bitcoin topping $35B after eight years of existence : this represents the highest bug bounty
program ever launched.
Among algorithms and ideas are to pipe sha256 with itself and with ripemd160 hashes 20, and to
massively use elliptic curve 21 digital signatures. Our proposal too also allows for piping / pairing
digest algorithms and using elliptic curve digital signatures at the ﬁle and document level.
The concept that truly stands out since Bitcoin is that of a "blockchain", a chain of blocks, where
the links between blocks are created by mentioning their hashes. This comes along with the idea of
a Merkle or hash tree22, where a node in a tree denotes other nodes by repeating their hash. This
data structure is also used inside Bitcoin blocks to collect and seal transaction hashes.
1.5.The KeeeX way : Embedded Digital Signatures
Standard digital signature schemes (from XMLDSig to eIDAS XAdES) mainly were designed with electronic (detached) signatures in mind, or to implement enveloped digital signatures that apply to a limited range of document
formats (xml, pdf notably). Instead, KeeeX provides an extensible and user controlled metadata language, that is
built-in for embedding, that is document format agnostic,
and that is thought with programmers in mind. We'll see
there is a lot more in 'embedded' than in 'enveloped' digital
signatures.
The proposal thus relies upon a rich metadata language,
that can be inserted in multiple locations in a ﬁle (a better
option than the XMLDSig data structure), that provides
protected sections for an easy control over which data to be ignored when hashing (a better option
than a 'range'), that gives programming language source ﬁles the possibility to use their own hash
(this has no equivalent), that allows for hashes to be encoded in free form (Bubble Babble is a
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great candidate), and that allows for a ﬁle to refer to others as references, versions, types etc., by
explicitly naming their hashes for automated processing. The forthcoming chapter will explain how
ﬁles can be prepared to receive such embedded digital signatures.

2.

Document seeding

The KeeeX technology proceeds by injecting metadata inside ﬁles in a position that does not interfere with standard document behavior. This can be so for a very large number of ﬁle formats, including oﬃce, media, source code, zip, edi, xml, json to
name a few. Since zip and xml are supported, a large and
open number of formats can be exploited, since many app
speciﬁc plain text or binary formats rely upon either of
these.
Typically valid locations for safe and potentially indexable
metadata injection include :

-

EXIF23 metadata in many picture ﬁle formats
Dublin Core 24 metadata when available
XMP 25 metadata when available (a number of media ﬁle formats)
speciﬁc locations in ZIP ﬁles, PDF, etc.
source ﬁle comments, html or xml comments
valid (non comment) xml or json entries
ad hoc locations in many oﬃce and/or binary formats

…

This operation is possible only with ﬁles that do not already convey digital signatures or protections, as can be the case with PDF/A or Microsoft Oﬃce ﬁles containing signatures. Indeed, once a
ﬁle is protected against corruption by some cryptographic mechanism at a global level, it is not
possible to intervene inside the metadata. Conversely, once a ﬁle is keeexed, no further injection
operation is possible.
2.1.Indexing
The KeeeX metadata is present in clear text inside ﬁles, so it is accessible to all ﬁle level search
engines, naturally for instance on native Unix systems, but also on OSX and Windows systems.
Dynamic indexing schemes, as Spotlight on OSX for instance, naturally mine through this kind of
ﬁle level metadata.
When available, keeex seeding attempts to use metadata space that is already exploited, or can be,
by major search engines on the web. For instance, the picture description in EXIF 26 metadata
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should be indexed by such search engines, even though such search results do not currently show
up. This is so as well for so called Dublin Core or XMP metadata.
2.2.Seeding time metadata versus keeexing time metadata
Most metadata added inside a ﬁle (a logical name, a description involving copyright statements,
references to already existing ﬁles or previous versions for instance) is known beforehand. Such
seeding time metadata will be provided by the user, app or tool, and may feature a mix of predeﬁned constructs (name, time, versioning, links and references...) and freely deﬁned user elements.
Probative information however, such as proofs of ﬁle integrity or digital signatures are generated from the ﬁle contents, hence are not known by the user before processing.
2.3.Integrity Metadata
The ﬁrst and most important metadata injected by KeeeX is
the integrity key. This key will be a hash, protecting the entire ﬁle. At seeding time, the space for this information is
reserved between separators.
At keeexing time, this free space will be populated with the
actual hash representing the ﬁle integrity. According to KeeeX metadata language, this free space is enclosed within a
statement of the form:
keeex self …future hash will be there… , {main} xeeek

KeeeX allows for inserting multiple ﬁle hashes, either computed from the ﬁle content itself, for extra protection, or from another hash, for speciﬁc uses. However, within a keeexed ﬁle, one ‘self’
statement must be the ‘main’ integrity statement as above, also denoted as the ﬁle’s IDX. The full
list of JSON 27 parameters provided in the statement will be used by the keeexing engine to pick
the desired hash function 28 (we currently use sha25629 as the default), and to decide for its encoding. For instance, most keeexed ﬁles also contain a secondary hash that could possibly used for
Bitcoin timestamping, that shows up as :
keeex self … , {alg:sha224,enc:b58,recursive:1} xeeek

We currently use Bubble Babble30 as the default encoding, along with 'b64' (base 6431), 'b58' (base
5832) and 'hex' (hexadecimal, or else base 1633). This default encoding is user and search engine
friendly. For instance, the Bubble Babble version of ‘Pineapple’ is :
xigak-nyryk-humil-bosek-sonax

Bubble babble has the interesting property that it produces a list of 5 letter words, that are always
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pronounceable, because of an alternation of consonants and vowels. Since these words are human
like they are also indexed by search engines.
Since they are artiﬁcial (although one may have some good surprises, like a ﬁle called ‘loved’...),
searching these terms yields extremely accurate results, with very low collision counts. Searching a
sequence of two or three words will provide exact results at all time depending upon the the space
searched. For instance, three words will for some time be a perfect match on the internet. Try this
one 34.
It can also be observed that the ﬁrst and last words in the sequence alway start and end with an
'x' (this is partly a reason for the name 'KeeeX').
2.4.References
A keeexed ﬁle may reference (or 'link', or 'point to') other ﬁles. Such links are implemented using a
slight variation of Bubble Babble encoding whereby the leading and trailing 'x' are replaced by an
'r'.
For instance, when keeexing, our KeeeX ChatOps app always injects a link to a privately generated
ﬁle called 'Mine'. This reference acts as a kind of minimalist tool for claiming copyright. Only the
owner of the ﬁle may produce it, thereby proving that he is the author. For instance, all the ﬁles
produced by some ChatOps user contain this metadata :
keeex ref "rifaz-bycoz-...-demom-pexir" , {mine} xeeek

This reference thus denotes a ﬁle having « xifaz-bycoz-...-pexix" as its IDX (again, generated within a 'self' statement with the ‘main’ status). Setting a diﬀerence between an IDX and its references
is useful to let search engines treat the two ﬁle populations diﬀerently : namely the ones deﬁning
this IDX (they should all be bitwise identical clones whichever location they reside upon) and the
ones referring to this ﬁle. It is therefore possible to search for a ﬁle without being bothered with all
the ones that refer to it, and conversely to list all such references, for instance all the ﬁles relating
to some operation, or all the annexes of a contract.
2.5.Versioning
One or more previous versions of a ﬁle may be listed in the KeeeX metadata. This is a form of reference, implemented using the predeﬁned keyword 'previous':
keeex previous runer-kogal-...-maxyr xeeek

As with references, versions denote the target object using 'r' delimited idx. This information is
known before the ﬁle will be keeexed.
An app may maintain the backlink from previous to next versions, and careful use of protected
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sections (as will be seen below) may allow for injecting this backlink inside ﬁles as soon as it is
known.
2.6.The ‘name’ property
Keeexed documents should also feature one main ‘name’, that basically implements the concept of
a topic name in topic maps, as featured in the topic maps data model35:
keeex name a name here, {main} xeeek

The ﬁrst use of a ‘name’ property is to register a symbolic name forever linked within the ﬁle, and
robust to ﬁle renaming. This name may be used later to reconstruct a meaningful ﬁle name from a
ﬁle that was given a random looking name by an object storage system for instance. Of course an
original ﬁle's name can also be preserved as keeex metadata.
The name attribute is also used by KeeeX ChatOps as a subject to discussions (as could be an
email subject) and as a name for semantic tags.
Other ‘secondary’ names may be be provided for translation purposes
keeex name un nom ici, {language:FR} xeeek

Also note that such entries can feature an escape syntax for inclusion in html code
<!--keeex name "-->name<!--" , {main} xeeek -->

2.7. The signer program
Every keeexed ﬁle should contain a reference to its own signer program. This will allow in the future to retrieve the appropriate program to use for verifying a ﬁle in case of failing upward compatibility.
keeex signer rerom-cityz...-nixer xeeek

Because the signer is known by its own idx, it's integrity and signatures can be veriﬁed before use.
2.8.Protected sections
KeeeX allows for preserving space from being taken into account when computing a ﬁle hash. This
is used for injecting data inside ﬁles after their hash (idx) has been computed. There are two forms
: simple protected sections have no extra parameter :
keeex protected future text will go here xeeek

Such sections may accept any data after the ﬁle was keeexed, within the generic 4 kilobyte limit
per KeeeX metadata statement. The length of keeex ... xeeek metadata constructs being subject to
this limit, it may be necessary to anticipate the maximum length of future protected sections.
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Protected sections may also feature extra parameters, as in :
keeex protected , some extra data xeeek

It must be noted that some ﬁle formats (as zip for instance) require that the length of protected
sections is known beforehand.
Extra data will not be escaped at keeexing time, meaning that it cannot be compromised. Such
extra data may require a valid Blockchain or Certiﬁcate based signature of the IDX to be later injected in the ﬁle, so as to control who can write and the validity of this writing.
Special protected sections are used by KeeeX for injecting digital signatures matching public keys
or certiﬁcates as will be seen later.
2.9.Properties
KeeeX supports arbitrary user deﬁned key/value pairs, also called properties. The generic syntax
for them is as follows :
keeex prop "property name", value[, extra parameters] xeeek

The property name can be any string, optionally enclosed in quotes if containing a ",". The value
can also be any string. Optional extra parameters may provide relevant information to a processor
for exploiting the data.
Several predeﬁned properties are used by KeeeX applications :

-

kx.description : a text
kx.author : a reference to the ﬁle 's author
kx.time : the machine time when the ﬁle was created (this is not a timestamp)
kx.pattern : the ﬁle name pattern used when saving the keeexed ﬁle
kx.public key : the author's public key, needed to verify the digital signature
kx.certiﬁcate : a certiﬁcate required to verify a certiﬁcate based signature (x.509)
kx.tsa : timestamping server authority details

A typical keeexed ﬁle may contain data such as :
keeex prop "kx.author", "rikoz-ducav-...-zexur" xeeek
keeex prop "kx.time", "Wed, 10 May 2017 13:53:11 GMT" xeeek
keeex prop "kx.pattern", "%f-%YYYY-%MM-%DD-LH-$1-$2" xeeek
keeex prop "kx.publickey", "1GFV...kS", {bitcoin} xeeek
keeex protected "G6:unK6..zjzcS8z8=" , {bitcoin} xeeek

2.10.The kx.author property
Every registered user of a KeeeX solution has an identiﬁer (as e.g. 'xikoz-ducav...'). All the ﬁles
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produced by an app should include this metadata, that allow for further collaborative user engagement in KeeeX ChatOps or more apps .
keeex prop "kx.author", "rumod-zusyl-...-nexer" xeeek

This property is a variation for references. Hence the author's proﬁle IDX should be encoded with
'r' boundaries. It should of course match the proﬁle of a regular user.
2.11.Setting a description - the ‘kx.description’ property
The kx.description property is interpreted by KeeeX apps as a text to be displayed along with the
document; It may provide user speciﬁc instructions, copyright details, or maybe conﬁdentiality requirements
keeex prop "kx.description", some text here xeeek

2.12. Proving authorship with simple Bitcoin signatures - the kx.publickey property
KeeeX supports various signature schemes, that range along simple bitcoin, BIP32 extended or certiﬁcate based RSA signatures. Using standard Bitcoin signatures is straightforward. The public key
matching the private key being used for signing must be injected inside the ﬁle at seeding time. To
achieve this, the extra section in the kx.publickey property must mention the signature algorithm,
as e.g. "bitcoin" in :
keeex prop "kx.publickey", "1GFV...kS", {bitcoin} xeeek

It should be emphasized that since the public key is stored in the ﬁle at seeding time, a ﬁle cannot
be claimed by anyone but it's original creator. There is no possibility to later transfer signatory
ownership of a ﬁle. The only possible way is to create a new version of the ﬁle or document.
2.13.Proving authorship with extended BIP32 signatures
As mentioned above, authorship may also be guaranteed by using BIP3236
signatures. BIP32 describes
means to generate an unlimited number of private/
public key pairs from a
master key. This feature
provides a signiﬁcant security improvement by allowing keys to be used only
once. It is known that
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reusing the same private/public key pair creates an attack surface that might lead an attacker to
discover the private key (a reason why the same payment address should not be reused a large
number of times in cryptocurrencies).
In our context, using BIP32 requires using two additional predeﬁned properties : kx.masterkey and
kx.path.
keeex prop "kx.path", "m/10.../785.../19.../77..", {bip32} xeeek
keeex prop "kx.masterkey", "xpub6BGp7mqLf4...", {bip32} xeeek

At veriﬁcation time, the masterkey and the path shall be veriﬁed as yielding the public key also
mentioned in the ﬁle.
keeex prop "kx.publickey", "1D5LpHLVA2...", {bitcoin} xeeek

Testing this process and playing with BIP32 37 can be made online.
2.14.X.509 RSA or Elliptic certiﬁcates
KeeeX also allows to digitally sign a document with embedded certiﬁcate and certiﬁcate based signature. The certiﬁcate required for veriﬁcation should be mentioned at seeding time using the
kx.certiﬁcate property as here :
keeex prop "kx.certificate", "MII...scw==", {certificate} xeeek

As for a public key, it should be emphasized that since the certiﬁcate key is stored in the ﬁle at
seeding time, a ﬁle cannot be claimed by anyone but it's original creator. There is no possibility to
transfer signatory ownership of a ﬁle. The only possible way is to create a new version of the ﬁle or
document.
2.15.Embedded Digital Signatures
When a ﬁle contains a public key, it must also contain a valid signature of the ﬁle's IDX with the
corresponding private key. Injecting this information within the ﬁle can only be performed after
the ﬁle has been keeexed, hence not at seeding time. The signature will be inserted in a protected
section with extra parameters matching those of the public key. Here for Bitcoin :
keeex protected Bitcoin signature will go there, {bitcoin} xeeek

and here for a certiﬁcate based signature :
keeex protected X.509 cert based signature will go there, {certificate} xeeek

More signature categories can and will be added by users or by KeeeX in our apps in the future,
including signatures obtained from hardware devices.
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2.16.Embedded PGP/GPG Digital Signatures
An early reference implementation of the KeeeX signer allowed for injecting Gnu Privacy Guard /
Pretty Good Privacy digital signatures within ﬁles. This feature was discontinued due to persistent
user diﬃculty to manage key stores and their own keys. This however remains technically feasible.
2.17.Embedded RFC3161 Timestamp Certiﬁcates
KeeeX also allows for inserting inside a ﬁle a standard timestamp obtained from a time server authority. When available beforehand, the ﬁle may provide details about the TSA itself, that may be
used for retrieving root certiﬁcates for instance :
keeex prop "kx.tsa", details - including URL, {rfc3161} xeeek

In order for the timestamp to be inserted after computation from the ﬁle IDX, a protected section
must occur in the ﬁle :
keeex protected , {rfc3161} xeeek

This syntax governing RFC3161 is subject to change in response to further testing.
2.18.The kx.folder property
An app may register the name of a folder containing the ﬁle as e.g. in :
keeex prop "kx.folder", "Downloads" xeeek

This information can be used to reconstruct a logical disk organisation on the target side when a
ﬁle is shared (currently used in KeeeX ChatOps to replicate the immediate enclosing folder level of
a ﬁle)
2.19.The kx.pattern property
The pattern used to generate the ﬁlename from the name attribute may also be registered for better user experience in apps (like tracking tentative future versions of ﬁles, or regenerating the ﬁle
name when it is lost)
keeex prop "kx.pattern", "%f-%YYYY-%MM-%DD-BOB-$1-$2" xeeek

The pattern can be and contain any text. It however features a simple language for replacement
strings where :
%DD denotes the date of month (01..31)
%MM is the month (01..12)
%MMM is the month name (Jan..Dec)
%YY is the year (last two digits)
%YYYY is the year (four digits)
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%hh is the hour (00..23)
%mm is the minute (00..59)
%ss is the second (00..59)
%f is the name attribute (excluding a file extension if any)
$1..$17 denote the corresponding word of the idx

Of course, keeexing should try to maintain consistency between the actual ﬁle name and the pattern : the pattern must deﬁne a normative way to name the keeeded ﬁle from it's original.
The pattern may be used by apps to optimize the processing of new versions or references : when a
user saves a ﬁle after editing or export, the new name will naturally correlate with the source. This
information can be exploited.
2.20.The kx.time property
This property is used to store the machine time at which the ﬁle was keeexed
keeex prop "kx.time", "Wed, 10 May 2017 13:53:11 GMT" xeeek

Of course machine time is not a timestamp and may be counterfeited. This however provides useful
information in the general case since ﬁles produced on a given machine will be naturally time sorted, and reasonable sync can be expected even from distant tiers.
2.21. Advanced seeding
Here comes one of the most important features in the whole embedded digital signature scheme.
KeeeX lets their users place replicas of the future idx in other, potentially non metadata related
locations of a ﬁle. The string to place there is :
zuzi-ntinen-cudi-bfudab-poru-hsalup-leti-nsehoh-polu-cbazec-dahy-rgogun-rokehvusin-fato-ztymabf- exar

There is a warning here : this text must be used with extreme care, otherwise keeexing may yield
corrupt ﬁles, as this is the case in the source document for the ﬁle you're currently reading (you
understand that the text will be auto replaced by the actual ﬁle IDX in every location it is detected. To prevent this, an extra invisible whitespace was inserted after "-" and before trailing "exar" at
the end.

For instance, the following ﬁle :
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generates the following result:

This feature has huge applications, that you will see demoed in full on this page38. You may for
instance check this ﬁle 39 or search the web for the corresponding idx 40. There you will discover that
when opened using a javascript browser, an html ﬁle may display the QR code of it's own idx.

This works because the ﬁle IDX can be substituted at keeexing time in a location used programmatically by Javascript to generate the QR Code.
We naturally use this feature to produce totally unforgeable digitally signed self probative digital
originals that when printed on paper showcase a QRCode allowing to retrieve the document or
more details.
We thus consider the dematerialization issue the other way round : we talk about (re-)materialization. The original is digital, but printed copies can be produced that will enable full future access
to the digital source, that in turn can be veriﬁed using many sources.

3. Keeexing
So now is the global picture. When processing a ﬁle or document for keeexing, it has been seeded
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with static metadata, with locations prepared for hash injection (the 'self' statements) and with
'protected' sections that should be ignored by the hash computation, since they shall be populated
afterwards.
3.1.Parsing
As was seen previously by the example, the KeeeX metadata language obeys a very simple and
generic syntax, whereby a statement is enclosed using a "keeex xeeek" pair. It also mentions a subcommand ('self', 'prop' etc...) and may contain text plus optional coma separated 'extras' in a
loose JSON syntax:
keeex subcommand text [, extras] xeeek

There currently exists a 4 kilobyte limit on the length of a KeeeX statement. The parser will detect
and analyze all such statements in the ﬁle. Most of them do not require any special care, since they
will be fully protected by the hash.
Extra parameters in the self statements will be used to generate a hash using the appropriate algorithm and encoding.
Some ﬁle formats have a checksum on the length of the metadata and to not allow for changing
this length. For this reason, the seeder must have used some predeﬁned strings with exact future
length for the 'self' and 'protected' statements. The string to use there for seeding is 'zuzi-ntinen...'
as was seen before when default (sha256 + Bubble Babble encoding is used). Other patterns are
used along with more encodings and algorithms
All protected sections are replaced with empty text before hashing.
A trailing salt is added at the end of the ﬁle. This feature can be used for enforcing plausible deniability41 in advanced applications.
3.2.Hashing
KeeeX supports sha512, sha256, sha224, sha1 and md5 hashes, in various encodings 42, notably :
bubble babble, b64, b58.
The data resulting from the parsing phase above is processed by all hashing algorithms as requested by 'self' statements (where the 'extra' parameters govern the algorithm, range and encoding).
Exactly one 'self' statement must have the 'main' property set in extra parameters. It will become
the main 'IDX' of the ﬁle.
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3.3.Hash injection
Now, keeexing proceeds by replacing all 'zuzi-ntinen...' occurrences by the newly generated main
IDX hash 43. All other 'self' occurrences are populated with the proper hash value as well. This results in a ﬁle that can provably be veriﬁed as unmodiﬁed modulo protected sections by running the
reﬂexive process (see next Chapter for details).
3.4.Digitally signing
Once the hashes have been injected, all required digital signatures (as e.g. Bitcoin and X.509 certiﬁcate based) can be computed from the corresponding known private keys, and written inside the
proper protected section.
Because the ﬁle contains the public keys and certiﬁcates, it can now provably be veriﬁed as produced by someone owning the private keys by anyone.
Even though protected sections are not taken into account at hashing time, any attempt to tamper
with them will result in a corrupt digital signature, hence destroying the trust one may have in the
ﬁle.

4. Document veriﬁcation
4.1.Hashes, IDX
For veriﬁcation, it suﬃces to replace all occurrences of the main 'self' IDX by 'zuzi-ntinen...' and
all other 'self' data ﬁelds by the proper constant string, then to recompute the hash by ignoring
the protected sections.
4.2.Digital signatures
Since the public keys or certiﬁcates are present in the ﬁle, no other information is required to check
the validity of IDX signatures against the versions present inside the proper protected sections.

5. Conclusion
We have described a digital signature metalanguage and process allowing for the production of a
blockchain of documents on the user's side. Files are digitally signed using blockchain related digital signatures, and they may naturally become timestamped on a public blockchain if desired. The
whole scheme provides the foundation of a new approach to digital data, where originals are digital, and possess more probative value and unforgeability properties than no paper document ever
in the past.
The whole scheme has been protected by several pending or granted patents44. Patents were seen
by the owners CNRS/AMU as the only way to protect a simple idea with such huge applications.
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Although being subject to patents, KeeeX commits themselves to granting free use of their programs and applications for personal use and open source, non commercial code. You may check the
terms of use and licensing terms on the KeeeX website. Note the author's personal contribution to
open source in the form of JavaStates45, a state based executable speciﬁcation of graphical user
interfaces in Java.
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Links and References
All URI where successfully accessed in May 2017. We created a pdf snapshot of informative content available from live web sources. These ﬁles were obtained thanks to http://webpagetopdf.com/. All such snapshots should remain available in the future by searching their ﬁrst three idx
words as listed in the references below. All website URIs below were successfully accessed in June
2017.
1

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/X.509 (via keeex idx web search 'xemob-gybap-kolim')
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pretty_Good_Privacy (via keeex idx web search 'xisok-sacol-sisyh')
3
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/GNU_Privacy_Guard (via keeex idx web search 'xubap-lerig-nidys')
4
https://www.w3.org/
5
https://www.w3.org/TR/sawsdl/
6
available upon request
7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topic_Maps (via keeex idx web search 'xevor-lutav-simyf')
8
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resource_Description_Framework (via keeex idx web search 'xicih-huvibdohed')
2
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9

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XML_Signature (via keeex idx web search 'xutob-zolog-ladim')
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XAdES (via keeex idx web search 'xelor-muvep-velag')
11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BitTorrent (via keeex idx web search 'xosaz-refud-ﬁzyz')
12
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Git (via keeex idx web search 'xucag-hifor-dizif')
13
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Content-addressable_storage (via keeex idx web search 'xizec-dekaf-mevit')
14
https://ipfs.io/
15
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/OP_RETURN (via keeex idx web search 'xotez-dyhor-sykip')
16
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nxt (via keeex idx web search 'xohar-hemen-zydas') see also https://nxt.org/
17
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethereum (via keeex idx web search 'xebin-papys-lanyc') see also https://
www.ethereum.org/
18
https://storj.io/
19
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bitcoin (via keeex idx web search 'xetag-cidiv-subab')
20
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hash_function (via keeex idx web search 'xiseh-vimyg-retev')
21
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elliptic_curve_cryptography (via keeex idx web search 'xizes-dibic-pulin')
22
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Merkle_tree (via keeex idx web search 'xepag-nyﬁk-nacas')
23
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exif (via keeex idx web search 'xivab-huhof-porof')
24
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dublin_Core (via keeex idx web search 'xunot-zymiz-duvul')
25
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extensible_Metadata_Platform (via keeex idx web search 'xinif-lelymcilyl')
26
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exif (via keeex idx web search 'xivab-huhof-porof')
27
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/JavaScript_Object_Notation (via keeex idx web search 'xofor-zalod-cocof').
We use a loose form of JSON for readability (for instance missing quotes are accepted)
28
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hash_function (via keeex idx web search 'xiseh-vimyg-retev')
29
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/SHA-2 (via keeex idx web search 'xogir-vimyl-degas')
30
http://www.wiki.yak.net/589 (via keeex idx web search 'xudev-fucyd-suryn'), also here : http://bohwaz.net/archives/web/Bubble_Babble.html (via keeex idx web search 'xekol-tinih-sugyt')
31
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base64 (via keeex idx web search 'xipak-kekif-ramof')
32
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base58 (via keeex idx web search 'xihog-gydyn-horag')
33
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hexadecimal (via keeex idx web search 'xibiv-botil-betok')
34
https://www.qwant.com/?q=%22xofos-bafek-zebug%22
35
ISO/IEC JTC1/SC34 Topic Maps — Data Model http://www.isotopicmaps.org/sam/sam-model/
36
https://github.com/bitcoin/bips/blob/master/bip-0032.mediawiki (via keeex idx web search 'xodog-kygahlifyd')
37
http://bip32.org/
38
https://keeex.me/static-cert/index.html at the time of this writing
39
https://keeex.me/static-cert/xelev-tevif-varon-satul-hugag-fapec-susap-dedof-kicih-sateg-sugyg-kakoh-daz it-kiraf-cupet-dedor-paxyx.html (via keeex idx web search 'xelev-tevif-varon')
40
paste this in your favorite search engine : xelev-tevif-varon-satul-hugag-fapec-susap-dedof-kicih-sateg-sug yg-kakoh-dazit-kiraf-cupet-dedor-paxyx
41
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plausible_deniability (via keeex idx web search 'xezir-botok-lelab')
42
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binary-to-text_encoding (via keeex idx web search 'xuvek-mynif-nusom')
43
(which allows such occurrences to be deployed in places other than the metadata, and possibly in positions
useful for executable code, as string variable for instance)
10
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44

WO2014114861 « Procédé de vériﬁcation de l'intégrité d'un bloc de données numériques », owned by
CNRS/Aix-Marseille Université, published on the 31/07/2014 and patent WO2015173500 « Base de ﬁchiers
relationnelle et interface graphique de gestion d'une telle base », published on 19/11/2015
45
https://sourceforge.net/projects/javastates/
46
https://www.sattse.com/en/
47
http://www.univ-amu.fr/
48
http://www.cnrs.fr/
49
http://polytech.univ-amu.fr/
50
http://www.usth.edu.vn/en/
51
http://www.belledemai.org/
52
http://www.marseille-innov.org/
53
http://www.bpifrance.fr/
54
https://amft.io/
55
https://www.pole-scs.org/
56
http://medinsoft.com/website/cms/10-92/accueil-medinsoft.dhtml
57
http://cip-paca.org/
58
https://www.clusir-paca.fr/
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